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Written by a team of experts, Where to Go When combines informative narrative and gorgeous

photography to bring more than 130 global destinations to life. Six different vacation

themesÃ¢â‚¬â€•Natural World, Unforgettable Journeys, Family Vacations, Luxury & Romance,

Activity Breaks, and Festivals & CultureÃ¢â‚¬â€•ensure that there is something for

everyone.Explore Australia's Great Barrier Reef, enjoy Irish charm at the Galway Oyster Festival, go

heliskiing in the Canadian Rockies, or relax in the crystalline waters of Croatia. With a simple

month-by-month format, this beautiful book makes finding the ideal getaway easier than ever.

Search by time of year, type of vacation, or simply flip through the pages and be inspired.Absorbing

and authoritative, Where to Go When gets to the heart of the world's most enticing travel

destinations.
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Thirty destinations are presented for each month, with 11 covered in depth. Tuscany, Italy, is

recommended for October, when the grape and olive harvests take place, and when porcini

mushrooms, prized truffles and other specialties appear on regional menus. The listing includes a

six-day itinerary on the "Chianti Trail," from Florence to Siena. --USAToday.com --This text refers to

an alternate Paperback edition.

Most travel guides tell you what to see, but not when. Knowing the important cultural events of a



country or region makes a trip memorable. Equally significant to me as a photographer are the

weather and seasonal conditions. Rainy seasons, extreme heat, days of overcast need to be

considered when I travel. I especially like to know when flowers are blooming. The notes in the

margin make a quick study of learning the basic facts regarding getting there, getting around,

accommodations, eating, and prices for two people. The excellent photographs are well-chosen.

Just when I think I don't need another travel book, this one is published. It's a beautiful and useful

book and would make a great gift for someone who enjoys travel.

There's rarely a time in my life when I'm not thinking of another trip to go on or new destination to

explore. Though, it's not always easy to find the best times of year to visit certain areas of the world.

When does it rain most? What is most common for tourists? When are the big festivals? This book

has it all.To me, it's a great coffee table book, conversation starter and dream-discussing book. As a

guide? I wouldn't recommend it, but that's not it's purpose. It offer beautiful imagery, vivid colors and

easy-to-read information for all times of the year.

Want to be transported without the hassle of airport security, fees for checked baggage, or cramped

airline seats? Then this Eyewitness Travel Guide is a must have. As an avid world traveler, I have

my top 10 list of where I want to travel. Yet when I feel the urge to get away without a moment's

notice, I just open up "Where To Go When" and slip into an effortless travel experience.The photos

in this book are exquisite. Information highlights about each destination are brief yet informative

enough for trips from the couch. While I would not recommend going to a number of the places

during the time of year suggested, I do highly recommend the enjoyment of this guide for intriguing

picturesque travels in the comfort of your home.

This is a must for anyone who loves to travel or even to just read about it. There are so many

wonderful places to explore through this amazing book. It has a great set up as each section is

divided by the month. Each month lists 30 locations, in which 11 of them are written in detail. For

each of the 11 featured locations, the book has a write up, an itinerary, and dos and don'ts.

Furthermore, each location also includes: Getting There, Getting Around, Weather, Accomodations,

Eating Out and Price for Two. Included for each place is a website listed for additional information.

Spectacular photos too! A smorgasbord of the senses!

love it!



Fabuloso !!

This is the coolest travel book I have seen. I travel a lot and found it at a friends home. I immediately

went home and bought it myself and for two others. It has great travel ideas including itineraries,

helpful info and great pictures. People don't put it down when they come over. It gives ideas not only

of where to go but when and why. You will LOVE it!

Love to travel and a book of many pictures of the places I have been. Tells you when is the best

time to go and the weather and different celebrations. I love reading about the world travels
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